Six Paintings of the Via Cruces Are Back In The Church. The Joy of the Priest

"This Restoration Is A Symbol of Belief"
by M.Z., La Voce, March 13, 2004

TRANSLATED ABSTRACT:
The article talks about six canvases restored by Maria Barbara Stella and returned in their original
splendor to the faithful and citizens of Porotto.
The beautiful paintings, part of a series of fourteen paintings portraying the Via Crucis and realized in
the 18th century, are finally exhibited in the church of SS Filippo and Giacomo of Porotto. The
restoration was made possible thanks to the contribution of the Department of the Ministry of
Artistic and Cultural Heritage, the Carife Foundation, Ferrariae Decus, and the Municipal District,
important sponsors engaged in protecting the artistic heritage, which is of particular importance and
historical interest.
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During the press conference, M. Barbara Stella explains that the wear and tear over time, the
humidity, and the abrasions caused by xylophagous insects had severally damaged the painting.
The restoration was started - the conservator M. Barbara Stella explains, by cleaning the film, through
a careful removal of the substances deposited over time on the original paint layer, allowing for the
brilliant colors that characterize the "coloring" of the 1700s to reemerge.
Subsequently, the reverse side of the canvases was restored and strengthened and was fixed by
having it adhere once more to the textile base. Once the paintings were set up on the frame, the
fillings were plastered. The restoration operations - Maria Barbara Stella adds, ended in the
retouching of the fillings with reversible colors, to once again lend continuity to the aesthetic reading
of the works.
The complex restoration represents a circumstance of pride and intense satisfaction for the
sponsors and the entire community.
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